Many women adore marzipans because of their amazing taste and ability to fit in with a lot of healthy ingredients. That's why we've decided to dedicate the women's watch to this gourmet dessert. This accessory has been made in the style of modern gadget for women. It has a minimalistic shape and a firm pleasant-touch watch body. A personal women's calendar will allow you to record and track all the necessary information using your smartphone and Canyon Life App. The watch has an impressive set of functions, remote camera control, notifications and motivates you to active lifestyle. The kit includes two straps made of silicone and leather to match any outfit, event, or mood!

**Key Features**

- 1.22” IPS fulltouch screen
- 6H hardness tempered glass
- IP68 level of protection, truly waterproof
- Canyon Life App is compatible with iOS 9.0+ and Android 4.4+
- Durable aluminum body
- Ultra-thin design

**Smartwatch with extra leather strap**

Many women adore marzipans because of their amazing taste and ability to fit in with a lot of healthy ingredients. That's why we've decided to dedicate the women's watch to this gourmet dessert. This accessory has been made in the style of modern gadget for women. It has a minimalistic shape and a firm pleasant-touch watch body. A personal women's calendar will allow you to record and track all the necessary information using your smartphone and Canyon Life App. The watch has an impressive set of functions, remote camera control, notifications and motivates you to active lifestyle. The kit includes two straps made of silicone and leather to match any outfit, event, or mood!
**Materials and dimensions**

- **Material:** metal case, silicone and leather straps
- **Size:** 41mm x 11mm
- **Water resistance:** IP68 waterproof
- **Screen Size:** 1.22"
- **Weight:** 35.9 g
- **Battery:** Polymer

**Technical specifications**

- **Chipset:** Huntersun HS6220D
- **RAM:** 128Kb
- **ROM:** 1Mb
- **Flash:** 64Mb
- **Screen resolution:** 240x240
- **Battery capacity:** 150 mAh
- **Working time:** 5-20 days
- **Bluetooth:** BT4.0

**Sensors**

- G-sensor
- Heart rate monitor
- Estimated oxygenation

**Sports**

- Walking
- Running
- Cycling
- Skipping
- Badminton
- Basketball
- Football
- Swimming

**Sedentary reminder**

**Remote camera control**

**Call notification**

**Multisport**

**Weather forecast**

**Pedometer**

**Alarm clock**

**Sleep monitor**

---

**2 STRAPS INCLUDED:**

- silicone and leather
Advantages of Canyon Life App

- Stable work with no lags
- Correct multilingual adaptations to 12 languages
- Instant detection and connection to your watch
- Compliance with the EU General Regulation of Data Protection, Storing and Processing (GDPR)
- Clearly understandable stats tracked per each workout and per day
- All your watches and watches of your kids can be connected to one application
- Track your route during sports activities’ and monitor your kids’ location

*for watches with GPS function